Background: Currently, imaging technologies that can accurately assess or provide
| INTRODUCTION
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive imaging technique allowing the real-time cross-sectional evaluation of biological tissues and providing real-time 2-dimensional (2-D) or 3-dimensional (3-D) images. [1] [2] [3] [4] OCT is suitable for the objective assessment of therapeutic effects and the observation of skin changes over time. 5 This technique has been widely used in an array of medical domains for both research and clinical practice. 5 Since its introduction to the field of dermatology in 1997, OCT has been increasingly employed in clinical skin research. 6, 7 Its non-invasive and time-efficient approach ensures the accurate evaluation of skin disease, while eliminating patient discomfort. The thickness of the epidermis exhibits variability at different areas of the human body. Thus, D-OCT images of blood vessels come into view at different depths beneath the surface of the skin. In cross-sectional D-OCT images, the dermal papillary loops can be recognized as small dots distributed in close proximity of the dermal-epidermal junction (DEJ).
In the horizontal view (ie, 2-D image as function of depth), D-OCT images display well-organized vascular patterns. However, raw blood flow data are associated with a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Therefore, it is necessary to perform image processing to correct images, filter artifacts, exclude irrelevant signals, and allow the accurate quantification/characterization of the observed vascular network. In recent years, investigations have been conducted on image processing for the quantification of blood flow. [10] [11] [12] The objective of the scientific endeavor described herein was to develop and apply a novel dedicated image processing workflow, which will enhance the technical capabilities of D-OCT in the vascular network of the skin and characterization of its spatial distribution. A clinical study, applying this new methodology, was conducted to:
1. visualize skin microvasculature using D-OCT and assess the vascular patterns as described previously 
| MATERIALS AND METHODS

| Study design
This was a single-center, vehicle-controlled study including healthy volunteers aged 18-50 years. A capsaicin solution and its vehicle were applied topically on the subject's forearm to induce local neurogenic inflammation. There was no direct benefit or anticipated safety concern for the participating subjects.
This study was conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and Good Clinical Practices, and in compliance with local regulatory requirements. It was approved by an institutional review board and all subjects provided written informed consent prior to study procedures.
| Sample size determination
A sample size of 16 subjects was considered sufficient for this study.
| Treatment
Subjects attended 2 screening visits (ie, general medical and evaluation of response to capsaicin). Only capsaicin responders (ie, ≥100%
increase in dermal blood flow) were eligible to participate in the study. 
| Assessments
Measurements of capsaicin-induced increase in dermal blood flow, within the region of interest, were performed by LDI (used as a ref- Similarly, measurements using D-OCT were performed prior to capsaicin application and after the last dermal blood flow assessment in order to explore the vascularization of the skin.
Safety assessments included the recording of adverse events (AEs) and evaluation of local tolerability by visual examination of the forearms.
| Statistical analysis
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to evaluate differences between data groups.
| Equipment
| LDI device specifications
LDI is an established method for microvascular assessment, enabling rapid non-invasive analysis of blood flow patterns in skin. 14, 15 This technology provides continuous and accurate measurements. The principles and technical aspects of this method have been described previously. [16] [17] [18] The perfusion is defined as the concentration of moving blood cells × the mean velocity of these blood cells. The concentration is related to the magnitude of the Doppler signal, whereas the velocity is related to the frequency shift. However, the main limitation of this method is the lack of information on the distribution of blood flow perfusion over depth.
The device used in this study for LDI assessment was the commercially available PeriScan PIM 3 Laser Doppler Blood Perfusion Imager (Perimed AB, Stockholm, Sweden). The technical specifications of this device have been described previously. 
| D-OCT device specifications
The device used in this study for D-OCT assessment was the com- 
| RESULTS
| Subjects
A total of 16 healthy male volunteers were enrolled in this study.
The study was conducted in Belgium from 26 May to 11 July 2016.
IMAGE PROCESSING WORKFLOW
The steps of the newly developed image processing workflow presented in this article are discussed in detail below (Table 1) .
| Skin surface correction
Due to the curved surface of the skin, it is necessary to perform corrections to obtain an image of blood flow intensity as a function of depth below the surface of the skin. For this purpose, the input volume is analyzed using a 2-phase process. Firstly, the most likely candidates in each A-scan are evaluated using a custom weighted skin edge detection filter, followed by a selection process to identify the The complete pseudo-code of this part is provided in Appendix A.
Subsequently, a correction in terms of depth is applied on the input volume.
| Stack filtering
Normal skin is richly supplied with blood through a vascular network composed of microvessels extending from the papillary dermis to the mid-deep dermis, with the occasional presence of arterioles. Various intrinsic and extrinsic factors may influence the structure of the skin and hence, the appearance of vessels in D-OCT images may vary between different areas of the human body.
An automatic image processing filtering scheme-based on the identification of different depths characterizing the DEJ and the vascular network-was developed and customized to be applied in this context. The estimation of the epidermal thickness is conducted using the structural OCT image. The distinction between the epidermis and dermis skin layers is of interest in D-OCT. It allows the filtering of motion artifacts from the blood flow distribution, considering the absence of vessels in the epidermis. Subsequently, a weighted average filtering algorithm by blocs is processed. This permits the construction of a 2-D image including all information related to the vascular network. F I G U R E 3 Filtering by blocs. Noise can be attenuated by computing the average of the blood flow over a bloc in a depth permitting accurate measurement. For this purpose, blood flow images in the xy-plane from the computed interval between the DEJ and the depth corresponding to the maximum of the blood flow distribution, ie, point (1) to point (3) were used. These values were automatically determined for each acquisition, thus integrating the variability in subject skin morphology. The structural thin vessels and larger vessels can be correlated by splitting blocs from point (1) to point (2), and from point (2) to point (3). DEJ, dermal-epidermal junction
| Identification of the DEJ
Vessel enhancement may be viewed as a filtering process searching for geometrical structures which can be regarded as tubular, and offers a measure of vesselness with geometrical interpretation. The analysis of the second order information (Hessian) has an intuitive justification in the context of vessel detection. The second derivative of a Gaussian kernel at scale s generates a probe kernel measuring the contrast between regions within and out of the range (−s, s) in the direction of the derivative. Subsequently, a probability map (or likeliness) of pixels belonging to vessels was computed. A vessel binary mask was determined from the probability map and the detected artifacts 3. Point (3)-the depth limit of the exploitable blood flow signal (maximum value of the distribution).
The corresponding closest windows on the z stack of the blood flow signal are shown with red outlines in Figure 2 .
| Filtering by blocs
Individual blood flow images in the xy-plane have a poor SNR.
Therefore, pre-processing filtering is necessary to highlight the mor- 
| Vessel enhancement
A vessel enhancement filter based on a multiscale second-order local structure of an image (Hessian) was applied, as described previously by Frangi et al. 19 A measurement of vessel likeliness is obtained on the basis of all eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix. This allows the detection of microvessels and assigns to each pixel a probability value of belonging to a vessel.
Vessel enhancement may be viewed as a filtering process searching for geometrical structures which can be regarded as tubular, and of pixels belonging to vessels was computed. A vessel binary mask was determined from the probability map and the detected artifacts ( Figure 4 ). This information was used to quantify blood flow distribution over depth (z direction) on preselected spatial locations.
| Quantification of the blood vessel network
Mathematical morphology was combined with profile analysis on probability maps for the quantification of vessel size. This new feature provides useful data regarding the distribution of vessels with size ranging from 5 μm to 100 μm. This is of great importance, as this size range corresponds to the vessel size range of interest in dermatology, namely the size of microvessels in the papillary dermis (range: 10-35 μm) and in the deep dermis (range: 40-50 μm), and the occasional presence of arterioles (up to 100 μm). Moreover, the distribution of vessel size is useful for the evaluation of treatment effects over time.
| Vessel segmentation
The was based on standard mathematical morphology operators (cleaning, directional growing, and skeletonization).
| Distribution of vessel size
The distribution of vessels size was calculated from the image of scale and the vessel segmentation mask. Vessel size distribution may be formulated as shown in Figure 5 .
| OCT blood flow repeatability
Three successive measurements on the same subject, at the same skin location, were performed to evaluate the repeatability of the device and measure the robustness of the computed characteristic points (location of the DEJ, maximum changes in blood flow distribution, depth limit of the exploitable blood flow signal, and blood flow quantification). Data shown in Table 2 confirm the robust detection of characterization points in the 3 consecutive acquisitions.
| Comparison with LDI
In order to compare the 2 technologies, the correlations (R  2 ) between LDI perfusion and D-OCT sum of blood flow, and between LDI perfusion and D-OCT sum of blood flow computed were calculated only on the detected vessel network (SBFVSNET). The respective R 2 were 0.738 and 0.85, and therefore, showed a good correlation between the 2 imaging technologies ( Figure 6 ). This implies that 85% of the variability between the 2 variables has been accounted for. Therefore, applying this dedicated image processing workflow that filters artifacts and data noise improves the performance of D-OCT. Moreover, using the D-OCT SBFVSNET, capsaicin responders (above 0.5) and non-responders (below 0.5) can be easily distinguished.
It was observed that the computed blood flow on the detected vessel network decreased (compared to whole blood flow measurements) and values corresponded to low values in LDI.
Images from 2 subjects are included for illustrative purposes ( Figure 7 ).
The total sum of measured blood flow on the overall acquired image volume for all subjects was computed 5 minutes prior to capsaicin application and 1 hour after capsaicin application, to evaluate the effect induced by capsaicin. These measurement timepoints were labeled as 2 distinct groups. The F statistic on the total sum of blood when filtering the vessel network (SBFNET) was more powerful than that obtained without filtering (SBF) (F = 54.96 vs F = 38.14, respectively). In addition, the percent change from T-5 of the blood flow obtained via the image processing workflow was similar to the highest value of percent change observed at 400 μm depth (284.1% vs 289.2%, respectively).
The filtering process provides an accurate feature, highlighting the vasodilation effect induced by the application of capsaicin (Figure 8 ).
Moreover, the proposed image processing workflow permits access to the distribution of the size of microvessels. As shown in Figure 9 , it is possible to evaluate percent change as a function of vessel size.
Capsaicin induces a greater percent change for vessel size over 50 μm.
The percent change for vessels with diameter below 50 μm ranged from 0.4% to 171%, whereas for vessels with diameter between 50-85 μm, the percent change ranged from 153% to 183%.
The treatment was well tolerated and a total of 4 AEs were reported in 3 subjects. None of the AEs were related to capsaicin application.
| DISCUSSION
D-OCT has been shown to be a useful method for the detection, mapping, and quantification of blood flow changes in the skin particularly for microvessels. 9, 13 Although histology remains the gold standard for the investigation of morphological changes in the skin and the diagnosis of disease, the invasive nature of this approach is associated with several disadvantages. 20, 21 The advancement of non-invasive imaging techniques such as D-OCT, which permit the evaluation of dynamic changes in the skin over time, may provide data superior to sequential tissue biopsies 2 and minimize the need for biopsy in the future. The present study, investigating capsaicin-induced increase in vasodilation on the forearm of 16 healthy male subjects using LDI F I G U R E 8 Percent change of dermal blood flow. The total sum of measured blood flow on the overall acquired image volume for all subjects was computed 5 minutes prior to capsaicin application and 1 hour after capsaicin application, to evaluate the effect induced by capsaicin. These measurement timepoints were labeled as 2 distinct groups. The F statistic on the total sum of blood when filtering the vessel network (SBFNET) was more powerful than that obtained without filtering (SBF) (F = 54.96 vs F = 38.14, respectively). In addition, the percent change from T-5 of the blood flow obtained via the image processing workflow was similar to the highest value of mean percent change observed at 400 μm depth (284.1% vs 289.2%, respectively) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] F I G U R E 9 Percent change of vessel size. Capsaicin induced a greater percent change for vessel size over 50 μm. The percent change for vessels with diameter below 50 μm ranged from 0.4% to 171%, whereas for vessels with diameter between 50-85 μm the percent change ranged from 153% to 183% [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
| CONCLUSION
The increasing demand for the non-invasive examination of skin disorders reinforces the necessity for further optimization of powerful techniques such as D-OCT. 23 The newly developed image processing workflow presented in this article has been applied to numerous images and subjects providing robust results in an automated fashion, without the need for parameterization and in a relatively short time (a few minutes per image). Thus, this image processing workflow may prove valuable in enhancing the technical capabilities of D-OCT for the accurate detection and characterization of microcirculation in the skin.
